Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
180 Haven Road
Pullenvale QLD 4069

Friday, February 15th, 2013

Mr. Mark Scott
Managing Director
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
GPO Box 9994
Sydney NSW 2001

Dear Mr. Scott:

LAWFUL NOTICE BY REGISTERED POST WITH DELIVERY CONFIRMATION WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND IN GOOD FAITH

Enclosed is a copy of my investigation into climate science and claims made by academics and agencies funded by government. Enclosed is my report’s Appendix 13. Enclosed are copies of my letters to ABC Journalist Wendy Carlisle and Executive Producers of five ABC programs.

My report analyses and discusses claims and statements by ABC programs. It is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. It reveals considerable bias in ABC programs discussing purported human causation of global atmospheric warming (aka climate change).

Due to the breadth and depth of bias and misrepresentations of climate science in ABC broadcasts I hereby complain to you as the ABC chief executive. I specifically request that the Board undertake an independent investigation into the ABC’s reporting of global warming (aka climate change). Such investigation needs to include prominent Australian and overseas scientists respected by Australian skeptics. Selection of scientists needs to be transparent.

Unless the ABC has empirical scientific evidence and logical scientific reasoning proving that damaging warming was/is/will be caused by human CO2, please stop the ABC making direct or implied public claims that human production of CO2 needs to be cut. Please withdraw the ABC’s past such claims and associated claims. Please develop systems to ensure ABC broadcasts on climate and the environment are objective, factual, balanced and correct.

In the interests of accountability and transparency this letter and your response(s), if any, will be posted on the Internet.

Yours sincerely,

Malcolm-Ieuan: Roberts.
BE (Hons), MBA (Chicago)
Fellow AICD, MAIM, MAusIMM, MAME (USA), MIMM (UK), Fellow ASQ (USA, Aust)
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